The aim of this paper is to give a direct approach to the study of the Sylow ^-subgroups Sn of the symmetric group of degree pn. [We assume throughout that p^2.] Many of the results are already known and are treated in a paper by Kaloujnine where he uses a particular representation by means of "reduced polynomials."1 It has seemed worth while to restate some of his results using the concept of complete product L o M of two permutation groups L, M which he and Krasner have recently emphasised.2 This elementary notion is of great importance in the theory of finite groups and it appears in the literature in different forms.3 A simple interpretation is given in §2 in terms of permutation matrices which shows the strong connection between the operation o and imprimitivity.
The associative rule for o follows from the associative law of matrix multiplication and we show that Sn=C o C o • ■ ■ o C (n factors) where C is cyclic of order p; various expressions of Sm+n as Sm o Sn allow us to express Sm+n as a split extension and to investigate many properties of Sm+n by an inductive process. Since the Sylow ^-subgroups of the classical groups (general linear, symplectic, orthogonal and unitary) over a finite field with characteristic prime to p are direct products of the basic subgroups Sn=C o Co • • • o C (n factors) where C is cyclic of order pT (r^ l),4 it is hoped that the treatment here may also suggest ways in which these groups Sn may be studied.
5n+i=Co
Sn and so Sn+i=.An-Sn where A" is elementary abelian of order pp". We show that all the factors of the series An>(An, Sn) > (An, Sn, Sn)> ■ • • are cyclic of order p and this leads naturally to a description of certain subgroups of 5" in terms of partition diagrams. The main result of the paper is to show finally that the characteristic subgroups are precisely the normal partition subgroups.* This material was largely the content of 1. HC\L = 1, for if xEHC\L, then <j>(x) =1 and <b(x) =x. II. HL = G. Ii gEG put <b(g) =x and g=yx. Then x=<b(y)x, so that <b(y) = 1 and yGi?.
Conversely if G is a s/-K< extension G=HL, H(~\L = \, H normal in G, then each element of G is uniquely expressible in the form yx (yEH, xEL) and <b:yx-+x is a retraction.
There is a (1-1) correspondence between retractions of G and expressions of G as a split extension. and so by expanding the commutator we see that K is in any normal subgroup of G containing (Hr, G) and (Gr, H). The result now follows by the Lemma 1. If P is a normal subgroup of G and we define by induction Pi=P, Pr+i = (Pr, G), then (Gk, P)C(Pk, G).
The lemma is true for k = 1; assume (Gr~i, P) EPT for all P. Now (Gr, P) = (Gr-i, G, P). Also (G, P, GT-i)=(Pi, Gr-i)EPr+i by the induction hypothesis applied to P2, and (P, GT-i, G)E(Pr, G) =PT+i by the induction hypothesis. Hence (Gr, P) C-Pr+i-6 Remark.
If H is abelian we may simplify (Hk, G) to the form (Hk, L). Since matrix multiplication is associative it follows that Ao (Bo C) = (A o B) o C for any three permutation groups A, B, C. We may thus write down without ambiguity such expressions as Sn=C o C o • • • o C (n factors) where C is cyclic of order p. This Sn is a permutation group of degree pn and order p1+J>+-• ■+p"~1 and so is a Syloŵ -subgroup of S Pn. A Sylow ^-subgroup of any S r is a direct product of such basic7 Sn so we shall restrict our discussion to them. (in St).
The product of a subgroup and a normal subgroup is again a subgroup, so P=A°il>A\1 • • ■ A"a is a subgroup of Sn+i-We may draw a diagram with n + 1 columns with p> squares in the j+lth column and then P is represented by a partition \P\ of this diagram. We call P a partition subgroup. Remark.
(If x has depth m) we may apply the same argument with A\~m of 5* instead of An~m and see that the least normal subgroup of Sn+i containing (A**,, x) is A2jr. Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a partition subgroup P of depth s to be normal is ir ^ p' (all r).
We write P=HL, HCA", LQSn. Then (P, Sn+i)CP if and only if (L, Sn)dL and (L, A")CZH. This last condition is equivalent to in^P3 by Lemma 2 so the theorem is obvious by induction.
If N't is the least normal subgroup of Sn+i containing A' (*'</-*) then Nir\Sk+i is normal in Sk+i and so by Lemma 2 must contain Ap\ (k^n). By the above theorem A'fi.+i is a normal subgroup so N\=A'fi,+i. Here we write 0"+i for Hp' (and in fact 0o>0i • • • is the derived series).12 I Given two distinct squares (i, j), (u, v) in \Sn\; we shall say (*, j) covers (u, v) if (u, v)E\N1i\. When \P\ is a normal partition we shall say \P\ covers (u, v) if some square of |P| does. If (u, v) covers some square outside \p\ we shall say (u, v) avoids \P\.
When P is a normal partition subgroup of Sn we define P' = (P, Sn) and P* where P*/P = centre of SJP.
Then P' and P* are again (normal) partition subgroups: Theorem 5. (i) \P'\ consists of the squares covered by \P\.
(ii) \P*\ consists of the squares which do not avoid \P\.
(i) If P=HL, HQAr, LQSr, P' is the least normal subgroup of 5r+i containing (H, Sr), (L, A'), and L'. The first two are precisely the parts of Ar covered by H and L respectively so (i) follows by induction on r.
(ii) Let \P\ be the set of squares which do not avoid \P\. By ments of the normalizer of Sn in S p» produces certain diagonal automorphisms as well as the inner automorphisms. These do not give the whole automorphism group but we shall see that they are sufficient to "cut out" all the characteristic subgroups. The "diagonal" nature of these automorphisms is perhaps most clearly seen in the Kaloujnine tableau notation.13 We shall merely quote the elementary fact that there is such an automorphism uv-tu^ of 5r (p^-2) where uEA*, vESr. 
